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THE “BROS” RETURN: CELEBRATE INDEPENDENCE DAY WITH SEASON 

TWO OF THE HIGHLY-ANTICIPATED WEB COMEDY 
Four full-length episodes feature fresh faces on camera and behind the scenes.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK: The “raucously funny” digital comedy series debuts a fan-
fueled second season on YouTube starting July 4th, 2017.  “Bros” first drew national at-
tention with a trailer parodying HBO’s Girls, which claimed the #1 spot on FunnyorDie.-
com in less than 24 hours. You can watch all four episodes of Season 2: The Trump Years 
at BrosTheSeries.com.

A satirical take on wealth and male privilege, “Bros” follows a pack of twenty-some-
things who cling to post-collegiate debauchery as they attempt to coast through New York 
in a state of permanent adolescence. Through humiliating romantic encounters and cul-
tural faux-pas, each episode jabs at the strain of sex-and-drug fueled “bro culture” on 
Wall Street, the White House, and beyond.

Season two brings “Bros” to a private where they stop smug playboy Drew from invest-
ing in a smoothie-peddling Ponzi scheme, and to Hillary Clinton HQ, where his date with 
a  campaign volunteer heads south after his MAGA-clad roommates show up. Bros stars 
Matthew Jacques, Steve White, Christopher Grant and Masha King (“Girls,” “Madame 
Secretary") who returns as Becky, a sexually-frustrated careerist swiping her way through 
New York’s dating pool the ambitious capsule episode, "Bras."

Written and directed by industry newcomer Anthony DiMieri, the irony is as thick off 
camera as it is on screen: at the helm of this spoof on fragile masculinity is co-writer Mia 
Sorensen and an all-female production team of Shannon Kendall (“Corner”), Chiara 
Gerek, Lilah Wilson (“Sleepwalk With Me”), and Debbie Saslaw (“Homeland,” “House 
of Lies”). Sorenson came to the project while working on Hillary Clinton's video team, 
and producer Jason Año is a founder at 88Rising, where he continues to be its leading 
creative voice.

The Trump Years also stars Ian Hamilton, Reema Sampat (“Orange is the New Black”), 
Will Sumsky, Alexis Martinez, and Raleigh Cain (“Longmire”), who all collaborated on 
the James Franco-produced feature, Horror Time. Guests include Jacob Berger (“Power, 
“{The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”) and Gabe Greenspan, who shares the screen with real-
life father and “Seinfeld”-alum Jason Alexander in Freeform's “Dinner with my Dad.”

Visit www.BrosTheSeries.com for more.
For inquiries contact: bros.webseries@gmail.com
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